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Abstract

If user interfaces are to reap the bene�ts of natural language interaction, they must be endowed with
the properties that make human natural language interaction so e�ective. Human-human explanation
is an inherently incremental and interactive process. New information must be highlighted and related
to what has already been presented. In this paper, we describe the explanation component of a medical
information-giving system. We describe the architectural features that enable this component to generate
subsequent explanations that take into account the context created by its prior utterances.
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ABSTRACT

If user interfaces are to reap the bene�ts of natural
language interaction, they must be endowed with
the properties that make human natural language
interaction so e�ective. Human-human explana-
tion is an inherently incremental and interactive
process. New informationmust be highlighted and
related to what has already been presented. In this
paper, we describe the explanation component of
a medical information-giving system. We describe
the architectural features that enable this com-
ponent to generate subsequent explanations that
take into account the context created by its prior
utterances.
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INTRODUCTION

When humans engage in dialogue, they freely ex-
ploit all aspects of the mutually known context,
including the previous discourse. The simplest ex-
ample of this phenomenon is the use of pronouns
to refer to previously invoked objects. Computer-
generated discourse that does not draw on the pre-
vious discourse in ways like this seems awkward,
unnatural, or even incoherent. Strategies for us-
ing the discourse history in generating utterances
are therefore of great importance for building com-
puter systems that are intended to carry on a di-
alogue with their users.

The e�ect of the discourse history is especially
important in natural language generation for tu-
torial and information-giving applications. E�ec-
tive explanation is essentially incremental and in-
teractive. When the goal is to provide missing
information in a way that will facilitate under-
standing and learning, it is vitally important to
form an accurate, evolving model of the knowledge
to which the missing information is to be added.
New information must be highlighted and related
to what the information-seeker already knows. In
realistic tutoring applications, any e�ective expla-
nation will require a detailed model of the previous
discourse in order to relate new information e�ec-
tively to recently conveyed material and to avoid
repeating old material that would distract the user
from what is new. Since this detailed model will
in general involve many assumptions that could
be incorrect, it is essential to adopt a style of ex-
planation that will give the user opportunities to
provide feedback. If the feedback indicates that
the assumptions were incorrect, the explainer will
need to refer to the discourse history in making
repairs and replanning.

In such applications, lessons that computational
linguists have learned in other areas about the im-
portance of context and dialogue history reinforce
what educational psychologists have learned about
e�ective instruction.

A SAMPLE INTERACTION

We are involved in a research e�ort whose goal
is to improve the information exchange between
physicians and patients in a clinical setting. Ini-
tially, we are focusing on migraine patients who
require periodic interaction with their physicians
for e�ective management of their condition. The
system is intended to provide patients with infor-
mation about their disease, possible therapies, and



USER Describe Inderal. [1]

SYSTEM Inderal is a drug that is used for prophylactic treatment of migraine. Drugs for prophylactic
treatment are intended to reduce or prevent further migraine attacks. These are drugs that
you must take every day, whether or not you have a migraine. In general, prophylactic
treatment is suitable for patients with frequent migraines. Inderal may not be suitable for
you if you have diabetes, problems with your heart, or a severe pulmonary disease such as
asthma. Some side e�ects of Inderal are lowered blood pressure, fatigue, and depression.

[2]

USER Describe Elavil. [3]

SYSTEM Like Inderal, Elavil is used for prophylactic treatment of migraine. Elavil may not be
suitable for you if you have irregular heartbeat or if you experience dizziness when you stand
up. Elavil is better than Inderal for patients who experience depression, because Elavil is
actually an anti-depressant. However, Elavil has other possible side e�ects including dry
mouth, di�culty urinating, and weight gain.

[4]

USER Describe Cafergot. [5]

SYSTEM Cafergot is very di�erent from the drugs we've been talking about. Cafergot is used for
abortive migraine treatment, not for prophylactic treatment. Drugs for abortive treatment
are intended to stop a headache attack as soon as it starts. You must take an abortive drug
as soon as you get a sign that you are going to get a headache. In general, abortive drugs are
suitable for patients whose migraines are infrequent. Cafergot may not be suitable for you
if you have high blood pressure, heart problems, numbness in an arm or leg when you have
a migraine, or if you smoke or are pregnant. A common side e�ect of Cafergot is nausea.
When taking Cafergot, you must be sure not to exceed the recommended dosage, otherwise
you may get ergot poisoning.

[6]

Figure 1: Sample Dialogue

medications [3, 15]. We have built a knowledge
base that can support explanations of the common
therapies, and the side e�ects of those therapies.

In designing this system, we are making extensive
use of empirical data, including ethnographic stud-
ies of doctor-patient interactions [6], interviews
with patients, and interviews with physicians. The
sample dialogue shown in Figure 1 is based upon
phenomena we observed in naturally occurring in-
terviews with physicians. This example typi�es
the type of interaction a patient can have with our
system. Patients can ask questions by construct-
ing items from a set of hierarchical menus or by
using the mouse to highlight objects on the screen.
In this case, the patient �rst asks the system to
describe a drug by constructing the question `De-
scribe Inderal' (turn 1). The system plans and
generates a response for this question in turn 2.
The user then asks the system to `Describe Elavil'
(turn 3). Note that although the user asks exactly
the same type of question in turn 3 as she did
in turn 1, the system's answer in turn 4 is quite
di�erent from the answer it generated in turn 2.
This is because the answer in turn 4 is a�ected
by the dialogue context that has been created in
turns 1{3.

Let us examine response 4 (R4) in detail to see how
it is a�ected by response 2 (R2). The �rst sentence
of R4 points out that Elavil is used for the same
type of therapy as Inderal. Pointing out similar-
ities and di�erences between the object currently
being discussed and objects previously discussed is
one way in which explanations are a�ected by prior
explanations. Further note that in R4 the sys-
tem does not explain what prophylactic treatment
means because it has done so previously in R2.
This illustrates another type of contextual a�ect;
information that has been presented in previous
explanations is omitted. In the last 2 sentences of
R4, Elavil's contraindications and side e�ects are
contrasted with those of Inderal.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe how a
system can produce the type of context-sensitive
responses illustrated in this sample dialogue. Our
approach to the generation of context-sensitive re-
sponses extends previous work by Moore, Paris
and Swartout on building an explanation gener-
ator for an explainable expert system framework
known as EES [16, 17]. We briey review that ex-
planation architecture, and then describe how we
have extended it to allow our system to generate
context-sensitive utterances.
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Figure 2: Architecture of Explanation System

OVERVIEW OF THE EES EXPLAINER

Briey, the EES explanation generator works in
the following way. When the user provides input
to the system, the query analyzer interprets the
question and forms a communicative goal. The
task of the explanation generator is to synthesize
a response to achieve this goal. A communica-
tive goal represents an abstract speci�cation of the
answer to be produced, e.g., `describe an object',
`justify a recommendation'.

The system's knowledge about explanation is con-
tained in a library of plan operators that can be
used to achieve the system's communicative goals.
In general, there may be many plan operators
available to achieve a given goal. In order to
choose among the candidate strategies, the plan-
ner contains a set of selection heuristics that take
into account (among other factors) what the user
knows (as indicated in the user model), the relative
speci�city of the operators, and information about
whether or not the operators require assumptions
to be made.

When a communicative goal is posted, the plan-
ning mechanism uses its operators to construct a
text plan for an explanation. As the system plans
an explanation, it records the goal/subgoal struc-
ture of the response being produced. In addition,
it keeps track of any assumptions it makes about
what the user knows, as well as alternative strate-
gies that could have been chosen at any point in

the planning process (but were not selected). A
completed text plan is an explicit representation
of the planning or \design" process that produces
an explanation.

The system then presents the explanation to the
user, retaining the plan that produced it in a di-
alogue history. The dialogue history is a record
of the conversation that has occurred thus far and
includes the user's utterances as well as the text
plans that led to the system's responses. After
it produces an utterance, the system awaits the
user's feedback. If the user asks a follow-up ques-
tion or indicates that she does not understand the
explanation, the system examines the dialogue his-
tory to determine how to respond.

EXTENDING THE EXPLAINER

In the EES explainer, the dialogue history is used
to determine how to respond to follow-up ques-
tions in the following ways. First, the system
makes use of the information recorded in a text
plan in order to interpret underspeci�ed questions
such as \Why?". Because, a text plan records the
intentional structure [8] of an explanation as well
as information about the order in which individual
clauses were presented, it can be used to deter-
mine which propositions are currently in the focus
of attention, and which were previously in focus.
The system interprets \Why?" as a request to
justify the proposition currently in focus unless
information in the user model indicates that the



user already knows the justi�cation or the previ-
ous dialogue history indicates that the justi�cation
has previously been given. To �nd other likely
interpretations, the system looks at the next most
recently focussed proposition, and so on, until an
interpretation is found. For a more detailed dis-
cussion, see [17].

Second, if the user asks \Huh?", the EES system
reasons about the text plan that produced its pre-
vious explanation in order to determine which of
its communicative goals have failed or which of the
assumptions made may have been erroneous. The
system has a set of recovery heuristics that guide
the planning of elaborating responses [14]. These
heuristics tell the system how to proceed depend-
ing on the type of goal that was being achieved
and the strategy that was to achieve it.

Third, to avoid producing the same answer if a
question is asked a second time, the system looks
through the dialogue history to determine if the
communicative goal corresponding to the question
has ever been posted before. If it has, the system
notes which strategy was used in the previous case
and employs its recovery heuristics to choose an
alternative strategy [16].

Here, we have extended the EES explainer by
augmenting the ways in which the information
recorded in the dialogue history a�ects each new
explanation as it is planned. The general idea
is that the previous dialogue should inuence the
answer to every subsequent question, not just ex-
plicit follow-up questions such as \Why?" and
\Huh?"

An overview of the extended explanation architec-
ture is shown in Figure 2. In order to exploit pre-
vious explanations in this more general way, our
system makes use of three sources of knowledge:

� the dialogue history which includes the user's
utterances and the text plans that led to the
system's responses

� information about the the user's goals, as in-
ferred from user's utterances/questions

� a focus history, indicating the objects and re-
lations that are in focus at each dialogue turn.

The text planner utilizes these knowledge sources
via two mechanisms. First, we have augmented
the plan operator library with operators that im-
plement context-sensitive explanation strategies.
These plan operators explicitly check aspects of

the context that are modeled in the three knowl-
edge sources discussed above, and produce expla-
nations that are sensitive to various contextual fea-
tures. Second, we have identi�ed general heuristics
that are applicable to all communicative goals. For
example, the planner need not expand a commu-
nicative goal if it has already been achieved in a
previous text plan.1

A DETAILED EXAMPLE

We now consider how our system can produce the
behavior illustrated in the sample dialogue in Fig-
ure 1. When the user asks the system to `Describe
Inderal' in turn 1, the query analyzer interprets
this question and posts the goal (KNOW-ABOUT H

INDERAL). The planner searches its operator library
to �nd an operator capable of achieving this goal,
and �nds Operator 1 (Op1) shown in Figure 3.
This operator encodes a schema-like [12] strategy
for describing a drug. This strategy was derived
from our analysis of transcripts of doctor-patient
interactions and interviews conducted with physi-
cians.

To determine whether this operator can be used in
the current situation, the planner checks its con-
straints. If a constraint predicate includes only
bound variables, then the planner veri�es the con-
straint against the knowledge base. For example,
the �rst constraint in Op1 (ISA ?d DRUG) checks
the domain knowledge to verify that INDERAL is
of type DRUG. Alternatively, if a constraint pred-
icate contains variables that are not yet bound,
the planner searches the system's knowledge bases
for acceptable bindings for such variables. For ex-
ample, to check the constraint (USE ?d ?t) where
?d is bound to INDERAL, but ?t is not bound,
the planner searches the medical knowledge base
and �nds that the variable ?t can be bound to
PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT. Finally, con-
straints that include the special form SETF simply
set a variable to the value indicated. Therefore,
all the constraints on Op1 are veri�ed, and the
operator is chosen.

Next, to expand the operator, the planner
posts the subgoal appearing in the nucleus2

1The knowledge encoded in the general heuristics could

be encoded as constraints on individual operators, but this
would lead to a combinatorial explosion in the size of the
operator space.

2The terms nucleus and satellite come from Rhetorical
Structure Theory (RST). For more details about RST, see
[10].



  

Operator2

"Elavil is better then Inderal for patients who experience depression, 
because Elavil is actually an anti−depressant..."

Operator1

"Like Inderal, Elavil is used for prophylatic treatment of migraine.."

Operator3

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H ?d)
CONSTRAINTS: (AND (ISA ?d Drug)
                  (Use ?d ?t)
                  (SETF ?attribute (Other−Use 
                                    Contraindication 
                                    Side−Effect
                                    Warning))
NUCLEUS: (KNOW−ABOUT H (Use ?d ?t))
SATELLITES: (FOR−ALL ?attribute (KNOW−ABOUT H (?attribute ?d)))
         

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H (?r ?arg1))
CONSTRAINTS: (?r ?arg1 ?x)
NUCLEUS: (KNOW−ABOUT H (?r ?arg1 (SET ?x)))

Operator4

Operator5

Operator6

"Cafergot is very different from the drugs we’ve been talking about.
Cafergot is used for abortive treatment, not for prophylactic treatment...."

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H ?p)
CONSTRAINTS: NIL
NUCLEUS: (INFORM H ?p)

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H (?r ?arg1 ?arg2))
CONSTRAINTS: (IN−DIALOGUE−HISTORY (KNOW−ABOUT H (?r ?x ?arg2)))
NUCLEUS: (KNOW−ABOUT H (SAME−AS (?r ?x ?arg2)
                          (?r ?arg1 ?arg2)))

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H (Use ?d ?t1))
CONSTRAINTS: (AND (CURRENT−GOAL H ?t2)
                  (NOT (EQUAL ?t1 ?t2))
                  (Used−For ?t2 ?m)
                  (IN−DIALOGUE−HISTORY−CONSECUTIVE (KNOW−ABOUT H ?m)))
NUCLEUS: (CONTRAST−CASE ?d (SET ?m) (Use))
SATELLITES: (BACKGROUND (DIFF ?d (SET ?m)) Use)

EFFECT: (KNOW−ABOUT H (Other−Use ?arg1 ?arg2))
CONSTRAINTS: (IN−DIALOGUE−HISTORY (KNOW−ABOUT ?H (Side−Effect ?x ?arg2)))
NUCLEUS: (INFORM H (IS−BETTER ?arg1 ?x ?p
                            (RES (patient ?p)
                                 (experience ?p ?arg2))))
SATELLITES:(EVIDENCE (Other−Use ?arg1 ?arg2)) 

Figure 3: Sample Operators

�eld of the operator, (KNOW-ABOUT H (USE INDERAL

PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT)), and then the
subgoals appearing in the satellite. The FORALL

special form causes a subgoal to be posted for
each of the bindings of the variable named by its
�rst argument. Expanding the satellites of Op1
will therefore cause four additional subgoals to be
posted.

The planner must then �nd operators for
achieving each of the subgoals. To achieve
the �rst subgoal, (KNOW-ABOUT H (USE INDERAL

PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT)), the planner
uses Op6 which encodes the simple strategy: to
make the hearer know any proposition ?p, sim-
ply inform her of ?p. Speech acts, e.g., INFORM

and RECOMMEND, are the primitives of our text plan-
ning system. When a subgoal has been re�ned
to a speech act, the sentence generator interface
constructs a functional description (FD) for the

speech act. When text planning is complete, these
FDs are passed to the FUF sentence generator [5]
which produces the actual English text, see Fig-
ure 2.

In the process of building an FD, new text plan-
ning goals may be posted as side e�ects. This
occurs because the text planner reasons about con-
cepts and processes in the system's knowledge rep-
resentation language. Only when building FDs
does it consider how these concepts will be re-
alized in text. To provide an informative and
understandable text, the system must phrase its
utterances using terms the user knows and under-
stands. To do this, as the system is building the
FD, it checks the user model to see if each term
that will be mentioned in the text is known to
the user. In transforming (INFORM H (USE INDERAL

PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT)), the interface
notes that the user does not already know the con-



cept PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT, therefore
it posts a subgoal to describe this term, as shown
in the system's utterance in turn 2 of the sam-
ple dialogue. The remainder of the explanation
in turn 2 results from expanding the satellite sub-
goals in a similar manner.

The user then asks the system to `Describe Elavil'
in turn 3. Op1 is again chosen to achieve the goal
(KNOW-ABOUT H ELAVIL). However, this time the
planner �nds two applicable operators for achiev-
ing the subgoal (INFORM H (USE ELAVIL PROPHY-

LACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT)), namely Op3 and
Op6. Note that the constraint of Op3 (IN-DIA-

LOGUE-HISTORY (KNOW-ABOUT H (?r ?x ?arg2)))

(where ?r is bound to USE and ?arg2 to PROPHY-

LACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT) is satis�ed by bind-
ing ?x to INDERAL because the system achieved
the goal (KNOW-ABOUT H (USE INDERAL PROPHYLAC-

TIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT))) in its previous expla-
nation.

The system has a selection heuristic that guides
it to choose the most speci�c operator. Other
things being equal, the operator with the most
constraints is the most speci�c.3 Re�ning this op-
erator leads the system to generate the text \Like
Inderal, Elavil is used for . . . ". A similar situation
occurs when expanding the subgoal (KNOW-ABOUT H

(OTHER-USE ELAVIL DEPRESSION)). Here Op2 and
Op4 are candidates, and Op4 is chosen because
it is more speci�c. The constraint on Op4 is sat-
is�ed because a SIDE-EFFECT of Inderal is actually
an OTHER-USE of Elavil. The text that Op4 gener-
ates in this case is shown under its de�nition in
Figure 3.

Thus we see that, by checking for the existence of
certain subgoals in the dialogue history, Op3 and
Op4 enable the system to generate the context-
sensitive response in turn 4. Because they are
chosen over the less speci�c operators Op6 and
Op2, the system describes Elavil di�erently than
it described Inderal.

In addition, note that the system did not explain
the term PROPHYLACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT when
describing Elavil. This is because when the sys-
tem is planning utterance 4 and attempting to de-
termine whether this term is known to the user,
it �nds that the term was explained in the pre-
vious text (i.e., the goal (KNOW-ABOUT H PROPHY-

LACTIC-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT) appears in a previous

3See [13] for details.

text plan), and therefore it does not re-explain this
term.

Finally, the user asks the system to `Describe
Cafergot' (turn 5). In this case, after Op1 is ex-
panded, the system chooses Op5 instead of Op6
to achieve the goal (KNOW-ABOUT H (USE CAFERGOT

ABORTIVE-MIGRAINE-TREATMENT)). The �rst con-
straint on this operator checks the system's model
of the user's goals. This model is built by inferring
the user's goals from her questions. In the current
system, we have implemented a simple version of
a standard plan recognition technique [1]. When
the interaction begins, the system assumes that
the user's goal is to �nd out information about
possible treatments for migraine. When the user
asks about a drug, the system assumes that the
user wishes to take this drug to treat her migraines
and also to follow the type of therapy this drug is
suitable for (e.g., prophylactic or abortive.) So,
for example, when the user asks the system to
`Describe Inderal', the system attributes to the
user the subtree of goals that is circled in Fig-
ure 4. When the user asks about Cafergot, the
system infers that her current goal has switched
from considering a prophylactic treatment to con-
sidering an abortive treatment. The remaining
constraints on Op5 recognize this situation and
allow the system to generate the explanation in
turn 6, which di�ers from both of the previously
generated explanations.

It is worth noting that while Op1 and Op4 are
clearly domain dependent, since OTHER-USE and
SIDE-EFFECT are attributes of the concept DRUG in
our knowledge base; the remaining operators are
domain independent. Op2 and Op3 are applicable
to any relation, whereas Op5 is applicable in any
system where the abstract notions of `goal' and
`use of a resource for achieving a goal' are explicitly
represented. Finally Op6 is very general and will
be applicable in any system.

RELATED WORK

Computational linguists have investigated how the
context provided by the previous discourse should
a�ect the generation of referring expressions, in-
cluding pronominalization decisions. For instance,
see [11, pp. 218{220],[4]. Granville classi�es the
relations between a referent and its last point of
mention and provides a set of rules for making
subsequent references to that item [7].

Others investigated how a more extensive dis-
course history could a�ect other aspects of the
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Figure 4: System's Model of User's Goals

response. For example, XPLAIN [18] is a medical
expert system capable of justifying its recommen-
dations regarding the dosage of the drug Digitalis.
By keeping track of the last few justi�cations pro-
duced and referring to an explicit representation of
causal knowledge in the domain, XPLAIN is able
to suggest simple analogies with previous explana-
tions and omit portions of a causal chain that have
been presented in an earlier explanation. However,
this is the only type of contextual e�ect imple-
mented in XPLAIN, and it was done so using an
ad hoc technique to provide this one e�ect. We are
attempting to provide a more general approach.

McKeown carried out a preliminary analysis of
how previous discourse might a�ect a system's re-
sponse to users' requests to describe an object or
compare two objects. McKeown's analysis consid-
ered how much and what information should be
kept in the dialogue history [12]. She found that
by simply maintaining a list of the questions that
had been asked, it was possible to avoid certain
types of repetition. For example, when asked to
compare two objects, if one of the objects has been
previously de�ned, information about that entity
should not be included in the current comparison.
She further found that if the system were to keep
track of the exact information that was provided
previously, it could create a text that contrasts or
parallels an earlier one.

While McKeown's analysis was fairly detailed, no
dialogue history was maintained in the implemen-
tation and none of the suggestions for how re-
sponses could be altered if such a history existed
were actually implemented or tested. We have de-
vised a way for explanation strategies to make use

of the information stored in a dialogue history, and
have implemented these strategies.

FUTURE WORK

Many issues we have presented in the paper de-
serve future work. We are currently working in
collaboration with the other members of our group
in order to determine the types of questions the
system should answer, as well as the goals that
the user may want to achieve by using the system.
This will enable us to understand the goals and
plans behind the other types of questions the user
asks.

We are also interested in investigating how far
back in the dialogue history we should allow the
system to search when it is attempting to satisfy
operator constraints. This issue requires experi-
mental studies with real users. We plan to evaluate
how the e�ectiveness of the explanations produced
by the system changes as we vary the upper bound
on the depth of this search.

Finally, we are considering alternative ways to
modify a current explanation plan because of
the e�ects of prior explanations. In the cur-
rent scheme, we have created additional operators
whose constraints check for certain patterns in the
user model and dialogue history. This may lead to
a proliferation of plan operators. An alternative
approach is to apply techniques from the work in
plan reuse and adaptation that have emerged in
the the Arti�cial Intelligence planning community
(e.g., [2, 9]), and we are considering this alterna-
tive.
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